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Abstract—Contrary to reliability analysis in power
systems with the main mission on safely and securely with-
standing credible contingencies in day-to-day operations,
resilience assessments are centered on high-impact low
probability (HILP) events in the grid. This paper proposes
an autonomous load restoration architecture founded on
IEC 61850-8-1 GOOSE communication protocol to engender
an enhanced feeder-level resilience in active power distri-
bution grids. Different from the past research on outage
management solutions, most of which 1) are not resilience-
driven; 2) are reactive solutions to local single-fault events;
and 3) do not address both network built-in flexibilities
and flexible resources. The proposed solution harnesses
1) the imported power and flexibility from the neighboring
networks; 2) distributed energy resources; and 3) vehicle to
grid capacity of electric vehicles aggregations to enhance
the feeder-level resourcefulness for agile response and
recovery. Through real-time self-reconfiguration strategies,
the suggested solution is capable of coping both single and
subsequent outage events, and will engender a heightened
resilience before and during the contingency period. More-
over, a resilience evaluation framework, which quantifies the
contribution of all resources involved in service restoration,
is developed. Real-time performance of the designed archi-
tecture is evaluated on a real-world power distribution grid
using a real-time hardware-in-the-loop platform. Numerical
case studies through a number of diverse scenarios demon-
strate the efficacy of the proposed restoration solution in
practicing an enhanced resilience in power distribution
systems in response to HILP scenarios.

Index Terms—Electric vehicle (EV), hardware-in-the-
loop (HIL) platform, IEC 61850, smart distribution grids,
resilience.
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NOMENCLATURE

RCCi,t Reserve current capacity of the ith feeder at
time t.

FTCi Feeding transformer capacity of the ith feeder.
V T R

s,i Rated voltage level at the secondary side of the
transformer in the the ith feeder.

IT R
s,i,t Current flow at the secondary side of the

transformer in the ith feeder at time t.
Pb,t , P

0
b,t Active power at each bus at time t and its initial

value.
Qb,t , Q

0
b,t Reactive power at each bus at time t and its initial

value.
Vb,t , V

0
b,t Voltage at each bus at time t and its initial value.

Zp , Ip , Pp Active ZIP load coefficients.
Zq , Iq , Pq Reactive ZIP load coefficients.
PDER,t Active power injected by DER unit at time

interval t.
PG2V

i Average charging power of the ith EV.
PV 2G

i Average discharging power of the ith EV.
pC

i,t , p
D
i,t Instantaneous charging and discharging power of

the ith EV.
PTot

V 2G Total injected power by each EVAU during the
restoration period.

EEV AUi
t Total available energy in the ith EVAU at time

interval t.
Emin

i Minimum energy required for the ith EV battery
serving its mobility.

E0
i Initial energy in the ith EV battery determined by

its initial state of charge.
ITot

demand Total current of the restorable demand.
ITot
DER Total current injected by DERs during the

restoration period.
ITot
V 2G Total current injected by EVs during the restoration.

ΔtG2V
i Charging time interval of the ith EV.

ΔtV 2G
i Discharging time interval of the ith EV.

Δti Minutes of interruption related to the ith restoration
step.

S Total number of steps in a restoration plan.
ni Number of customers involved in the ith restoration

step.
IBT ot Total current injected by internal backups for

restoration.
EBT ot Total current injected by external backups for

restoration.
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TTR Total time to restoration in a restoration plan.
ηC

i , ηD
i Charging and discharging efficiency of the ith EV

in the fleet.
λC

i,t , λ
D
i,t Binary variables indicating charging and

discharging status of the ith EV battery.
γt Time-variant number of ready-to-dispatch EVs in

the fleet.
α Contribution factor of the RCC in restoration.
β Contribution factor of the DERs in restoration.
ζ Contribution factor of the EVs in restoration.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENHANCING the ability of power grids to avert possible
event-driven damages, tolerate accidents within the sys-

tem, and swiftly bounce back to a normal operating condition
following a disruption can manifest a well-resilient power sys-
tem [1]. High impact low probability (HILP) events, such as
natural disasters and cyber attacks, can result in remarkable
technical and economic losses in the entire energy landscape.
Therefore, it is of great importance for power utilities to increase
awareness against HILP events and to reduce the outage of the
end customers by effective strategies that best harness the inte-
gration of modern grid resources and flexible services before,
during, and following a HILP disaster [2], [3].

Research on power distribution network resilience and the
corresponding solutions could be categorized by single-node
improvements or collective (feeder) level enhancements [4].
In another classification, actions for escalation of grid-scale
resilience could be taken at three different timescales [5].

1) Pre-event system planning: which includes preventive ac-
tions before the event happens, such as grid hardening
and reinforcement of the infrastructure by installation
of new devices. These actions increase infrastructural
resilience [6].

2) System operation during the event: where corrective ac-
tions are triggered to avoid the system blackout. Cor-
rective actions aim to stop a possible cascade scenario
through swift response and fast isolation of the predicted
fault tree in the network connectivity map [2].

3) Postevent service restoration (SR): which points out to
the system operational resilience, where grid services,
including traditional and modernized network flexible re-
sources, are deployed for time-critical restoration of the
healthy segments of the affected feeder. [7], [8].

In [7], [9]–[15], automated feeder reconfiguration schemes
for load restoration are presented and the impact of distributed
energy resources (DERs) on reliability of power systems is in-
vestigated. In these studies, microgrids are employed to con-
tribute to the restoration of critical loads by prioritizing the
restorable demand. However, SRs demonstrated in the afore-
mentioned articles are aimed to heal the credible contingencies
and are not focused to the extreme HILP incidents. Agent-based
frameworks for SR are designed and implemented for active dis-
tribution grids in [16]–[19]. Although DER agents and storage
components are proposed within the multiagent outage man-
agement systems, the contribution of other modernized grid

services, such as electric vehicles (EVs), for resilience is not
properly addressed, where EV aggregators could be an addi-
tional agent in a multiagent SR scheme. In [20], [21], restoration
algorithms in passive distribution grids with unidirectional cur-
rent flows are suggested which rely solely on the extra capacity
available from the adjacent feeders and, therefore, comes at a
higher cost compared to using the local generations. Effective
utilization of the internal resources, located in healthy segments
of a faulty feeder, for SR is not studied in most of the past
literature.

Higher penetration of EVs in smart grids along with large-
scale utilization of multifunctional EV chargers in the near fu-
ture enables new potentials to be harnessed in SR [22], [23]. In
[23]–[30], integration of EVs have been investigated in distribu-
tion grids and the potential ancillary services, such as Volt–VAR
optimization and outage management by vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
services. Nevertheless, these studies (a) do not consider and co-
ordinate both network built-in flexibilities and other flexible re-
sources, (b) are not primarily designed for resilience services to
be able to capture the subsequent events and sequential restora-
tion steps, and (c) are limited to local single-fault events.

Different from the past research, the proposed SR solution
focuses on HILP events (e.g., extreme weather conditions) and
harnesses network flexibilities, including external and inter-
nal resources with quantified contribution factors. Furthermore,
real-time evaluation of the designed SR, implemented with real
communications, is presented by online evaluation of the pro-
posed collective-level resilience metrics. The main advantage
of the proposed SR solution is to consider both traditional and
modernized grid services in all subsequent events and sequential
restoration steps in response to HILP events. Contributions of
this paper are summarized as follows.

1) The proposed SR scheme in this paper offers provisions to
effectively respond to disastrous events with subsequent
impacts on the grid (multiple faults).

2) In addition to the imported flexibility from external and
adjacent networks, the proposed autonomous SR in this
paper dispatches all modern resources including DERs,
and especially the aggregated nonfaulty V2G capacity
in a faulty feeder as a new SR resource. The developed
solution continues dispatching these modern SR services
even during the successive events, which in turn, relaxes
the stress on the external resources and enhances feeder-
level resourcefulness and resilience.

3) A new feeder-level resilience metric for load restoration
is proposed which allows quantifying the performance of
the solutions and the impacts on the grid resilience.

4) The real-time performance and scalability of the pro-
posed SR approach are verified on a real-world medium
voltage (MV) distribution grid, managed by A2A Unareti
[21] in a practical setting. This includes hardware-in-the-
loop (HIL) simulations using specialized output boards
of real-time digital simulator (RTDS), which are capa-
ble of standardized publisher/subscriber IEC 61850-8-1
GOOSE communication [31].

The rest of the paper presents the designed operational units
for the proposed SR solution in Section II, work-flow diagrams
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Fig. 1. Generic view of the proposed hierarchical architecture.

and SR messaging platform in Section III, HIL testing platform
in Section IV, and realistic case scenarios and detailed analysis
of the results in Section V. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. PROPOSED HIERARCHICAL SELF-HEALING SYSTEM:
ARCHITECTURE, COMPONENTS, AND MODELS

The proposed self-reconfiguration system in this paper fo-
cuses on radial distribution grids in the presence of DER units
and EVs. The system architectural overview along with func-
tional units are displayed in Fig. 1 and described as follows.

A. Feeder Breaker Units

Feeder breaker units (FBUs) are located in the substations and
include reclosing overcurrent relays, current transformers, and
computational modules to frequently calculate and report the re-
serve current capacity (RCC) of the feeder. In RCC calculations,
the feeding transformer capacity (FTC) and the current flow in
the secondary side of the feeder transformer are characterized
as follows:

RCCi,t = (FTCi/V T R
s,i ) − IT R

s,i,t . (1)

B. Sectionalizer Units

Sectionalizer units (SUs) are responsible to detect overcurrent
conditions, report it to the relevant units, and operate remotely

to isolate a detected fault. Due to the bidirectional current flows
in active radial distribution feeders, SUs typically consist of
directional overcurrent relays and sectionalizing switches that
are located at each terminal of the feeders in a double-ended
protection fashion.

C. Load Units

Load units (LUs) are connected to each busbar covering the
smart residential zone of the busbar. Smart residential loads in-
clude EVs capable of charging/discharging remotely. ZIP load
modeling, presented in [8], is adopted in the following to char-
acterize the load active and reactive power (with/without EVs):

Pb,t = P 0
b,t

(
Zp(Vb,t/V 0

b,t)
2 + Ip(Vb,t/V 0

b,t) + Pp

)
(2)

Qb,t = Q0
b,t

(
Zq (Vb,t/V 0

b,t)
2 + Iq (Vb,t/V 0

b,t) + Pq

)
(3)

where (Pb,t , P 0
b,t) and (Qb,t , Q0

b,t) represent the active and reac-
tive power and their initial values for each busbar at each time
interval t. (Zp , Ip , Pp ) and (Zq , Iq , Pq ) are the active and re-
active ZIP load coefficients, respectively. LUs include current
transformers and computational modules to calculate and report
the total current demand of their corresponding MV zones.

D. DER Units (DERUs)

DERUs are equipped with breakers that operate remotely,
upon reception of certain published messages in the network,
to isolate the DER in case of a fault or to bring the DER unit
back into the system operation during the SR process. Further-
more, DERUs publish their breakers current flows frequently
and check the constraints on the active power injection of the
DER units to the connected busbar as indicated in (4), where
PDER,t is the active power injected by the DER unit to the
connected busbar

Pmin
DER,t � PDER,t � Pmax

DER,t . (4)

E. EV Aggregator Units (EVAUs)

EVAUs are entities responsible for aggregation of EVs charg-
ing/discharging profiles. These units communicate with other
intelligent devices in the network to remotely control the EV
chargers in their zone. Under fault scenarios, EVs are discon-
nected and those willing to participate in SR process would
be effectively dispatched to inject power to the grid, once they
receive the dispatch command from the EVAUs. The aggre-
gated EV load profiles are reflected in the ZIP load models
by changing the corresponding coefficients for aggregation of
EVs. Among the different operational modes for EV charg-
ers, the most common EV operating scenario for inverters is
adopted here [32], where P > 0, Q = 0 are set during charging
and P < 0, Q = 0 are enforced during discharging operational
modes. This reflects the fact that the EV fleet at each charging
period consumes active power from the grid, while during the
discharging (V2G) time interval, EVs which are plugged in and
selected by the EVAUs would start injecting active power to the
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grid. It must be noted that EVAUs always ensure that there is
enough energy remaining in each EV after the V2G time interval
to meet the demanded mobility, which is the EVs primary func-
tion. The available energy by each EVAU and its corresponding
constraints are formulated as follows:

E
EV AUj

t =
γt∑
i

(
(E0

i + PG2V
i × ΔtG2V

i ) − PV 2G
i × ΔtV 2G

i

)

(5)

PG2V
i =

(
1

ΔtG2V
i

∫ ΔtG 2V
i

0
(pC

i,t × λC
i,t)dt

)
× ηC

i (6)

PV 2G
i =

(
1

ΔtV 2G
i

∫ ΔtV 2G
i

0
(pD

i,t × λD
i,t)dt

)
× ηD

i (7)

λC
i,t + λD

i,t = 1, λC
i,t , λ

D
i,t ∈ {0, 1} (8)

PTot
V 2G =

γt∑
i

P V 2G
i (9)

Emin
i � (E0

i + PG2V
i × ΔtG2V

i ) − PV 2G
i × ΔtV 2G

i (10)

0 � pC
i,t � pC,max

i × λC
i,t (11)

0 � pD
i,t � pD,max

i × λD
i,t . (12)

Equation (5) expresses the total available energy in the jth
EVAU at time t denoted by (EEV AUj

t ) and is assessed by sum-
mation over the time-variant number of EVs in the fleet which
are plugged in and ready to dispatch (γt). E

EV AUj

t is period-
ically published by each EVAU and subscribed by the units
in charge of making decision for restoration in case of a fault
or other prevailing conditions. The first term in (5) represents
the energy in a single EV in the fleet after a charging interval
(ΔtG2V

i ) where E0
i is the initial energy in each EV battery de-

termined by its initial state of charge (SoC), and PG2V
i is the

average charging power of each EV. The second term in (5)
represents the energy injected to the grid over a discharging in-
terval (ΔtV 2G

i ), where PV 2G
i is the average discharging power

of each EV. Equations (6) and (7) reflect the PG2V
i and PV 2G

i

assessment over the charging and discharging intervals, where
ηC

i and ηD
i are the charging and discharging efficiency of each

EV, respectively; λC
i,t and λD

i,t in (8) are binary variables to avoid
charging and discharging at the same time. The total injected
power by each EVAU after a discharging interval (PTot

V 2G ) to be
used during the SR process is assessed in (9). Constraint (10)
limits the discharging energy at each EV to ensure there is suf-
ficient energy after the V2G interval for its mobility; Emin

i is
the minimum SoC of the EVs required for motion. Constraints
on charging and discharging power of each EV are enforced in
(9) and (10), where pC

i,t and pD
i,t are instantaneous charging and

discharging power, respectively.

F. SR Units (SRUs)

SRUs play a key role in the SR process. They consist
of normally-open circuit breakers which connect two radial
feeders. SRUs are intelligent units that receive information

(including measurements and statuses) from all other units, run
the SR algorithm, and publish the results (reconfiguration com-
mands) to be subscribed and actuated by the corresponding units
in the network. The SR algorithm runs in SRUs to restore the
nonfaulty loads of a feeder by utilizing all the available resources
in the postevent interval. SRUs check the following criterion to
make decisions on closing the tie-breakers in their unit:

ITot
demand � (α × RCC) + (β × ITot

DER) + (ζ × ITot
V 2G ) (13)

where ITot
demand is the current representing the nonfaulty loads

to be restored; RCC of the feeder would be connected to the
faulty feeder by closing the tie-breaker in the SRU; ITot

DER is
the current that could be injected by the DER units located in
the nonfaulty section of the feeder and is assessed via PDER
received from DERUs; and ITot

V 2G is the potential current that
could be injected by the EVs located in the nonfaulty zone
and is assessed by PTot

V 2G received from EVAUs. α, β, and ζ
are auxiliary parameters designed to ensure that the decision
on employing various resources (i.e., RCC, DER, and EVs)
for SR do not heavily rely on EVs and DERs, where much
higher capacity uncertainty can unfold than from resources in the
adjacent feeders. Note that the main SR resource is the assisting
capacity from the adjacent feeders, and DERUs and EVAUs are
employed as the auxiliary resources for SR. These parameters
could be tuned in such a way that even in the worst-case scenario,
where there is no contribution from DERUs and EVAUs, the SR
algorithm converges and only certain predetermined overload
limits are violated. This could be achieved by checking condition
(13), where β and ζ are set to zero.

III. PROPOSED EV-ASSISTED LOAD RESTORATION

The proposed units are deployed as finite-state machines and
can switch between operational modes which are triggered upon
reception of the external messages. The operational states for
each unit are displayed in Fig. 2 and the messages exchanged
among the units are tabulated in Table I. There are two main
assumptions in this paper: 1) radial operation of the feeder is
always ensured, and 2) protection devices are fast and fully reli-
able. All units operate in “Normal State” when there is no event
in the grid. Measurements, including load current demands,
available RCC, IDER , and PTot

V 2G , are continuously exchanged
between the units. When an event occurs, FBU and DERUs are
the first units to react. DERUs sense an overcurrent and, hence,
transit into a “Fault State” by opening the DER breakers, and
wait to receive a “Reconnect” message from the SRUs to con-
tribute to the SR process. In such circumstances, FBU switches
to “Fault State” by publishing a “Fault” message and triggers
the algorithm in the downstream units. In radial feeders, based
on the direction of the overcurrent sensed by the relays in SUs,
the event location could be detected and reported to the SRUs.

The SU which senses the overcurrent in the backward di-
rection (i.e., from downstream to upstream unit), changes its
status to the “Backward Fault State” and publishes a “Found”
message to the upstream SU. Subsequently, its status changes
to the “Found State” to isolate the faulty segment of the feeder
and publishes an “Isolated” message to the SRUs, announcing
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Fig. 2. Proposed operational states for (a) FBUs, (b) SUs, (c) LUs, (d) DERUs, (e) EVAUs, and (f) SRUs.

TABLE I
PROPOSED MESSAGES EXCHANGED BETWEEN

THE SYSTEM OPERATIONAL UNITS

that the fault location is identified and the fault is successfully
isolated. Once the SRUs receive the “Isolated” message, they
start the SR process by switching to “Restore State”. It must
be noted that the publisher of the “Isolated” message is known
to the SRUs, which assists to find out the location of the fault.
By utilizing the prefault measurements received from all units
in the feeder, the SRUs check the criterion in (13). If it is sat-
isfied for an SRU and no other SRU in the faulty feeder has
yet restored the loads, it closes its tie-breaker and publishes an
“Accomplished” message to other SRUs to terminate the SR
process. The published “Accomplished” message by a particu-
lar SRU, subscribed by every other SRU, guarantees that only
one SRU implements a restoration plan and the algorithm stops
on other SRUs immediately. This action is followed by pub-
lishing “Dispatch”, “Reclose”, and “Reconnect” messages to
be subscribed by the EVAUs, FBU, and DERUs of the faulty
feeder, respectively, to complete the restoration process. These
messages from the SRU would dispatch EVs, reclose the main
feeder breaker, and reconnect DERs in the nonfaulty segments
of the feeder. Also, “Ready” message is published by this SRU
after closing its tie-breaker to be subscribed by all units and

make them transit to “Normal State” and be prepared for the
next emergency scenario.

The system performance, described in this section, relies
heavily on functionality of the communication network and
response time of the abovementioned units (e.g. EV convert-
ers). Therefore, the performance of the designed system is sig-
nificantly compromised under high latency or communication
link-failure scenarios. The system is designed to switch to the
traditional SR mode, where no communication is required, if
the round trip time (RTT) of the messaging platform exceeds a
predefined threshold. In other words, if the SRUs do not receive
the input information from all parties listed in Table I within
a certain range of time, the traditional SR based on the infor-
mation from the last energized counters and protection devices
would react as a backup SR.

IV. HIL TESTING PLATFORM AND SYSTEM PARAMETERS

RTDS with its specialized output boards, namely giga-
transceiver network communication card (GTNET), capable of
publisher/subscriber IEC61850-8-1 GOOSE communication is
utilized to verify the real-time performance of the proposed SR
architecture. GTNET cards are configured to publish/subscribe
GOOSE messages over an ideal gigabit Ethernet communica-
tion infrastructure with a delay less than 3 ms. Each GTNET
card could be a publisher and a subscriber at the same time and
it interacts with the grid model via an interface board, called
gigabit processing card (GPC). IEC61850-8-1 GOOSE mes-
saging, which is generally used to transmit the time-critical
event-driven information in the system [33], is adopted to ex-
change the messages proposed in Table I [33]. The HIL plat-
form setup is presented in Fig. 3 with more details available in
[31]. The main advantage of this setup is the automated record-
and-replay facility in the RTDS environment using scripting
features for online system performance evaluation. The system
parameters corresponding to the developed modules in Fig. 1
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Fig. 3. HIL simulation platform using RTDS.

along with the connection points of each proposed unit are
reported in Table II. The load data and aggregated EV pro-
files have a five-minute resolution, and data received by SRUs
are updated every 15 minutes. Values reported in Table II are
considered as the last updated information before the disrup-
tive event (immediate pre-event measurements). The EV load
profiles capture an aggregation of multiple EVs from various
manufacturers, corresponding to EVs with the capacity up to
19.2 kW and SoCmin

mobility = 30%, where additional informa-
tion can be found in [32]. The constraints described in (5)–(13)
are implemented through the built-in arithmetic modules, logic
gates, and computational units in the RTDS environment. These
arithmetic/computational modules, which are used to model the
dispatched EVAUs, limit the output of the current source in
such a way that constraints related to EV discharging—e.g.,
minimum energy left for mobility requirements in (10)—are
satisfied.

V. TEST CASE SCENARIOS AND EVALUATION RESULTS

A. Evaluation Framework

Resilience assessments in power systems are centered on
HILP events where most of the standard reliability metrics
(based on outage frequency/duration) are not able to adequately
address and quantify the restoration resources [4]. There
are multiple dimensions involved in power grid resilience
assessment such as energy-based, time-based, and cost-based
improvements [4]. Assessment in this paper focuses on feeder-
level energy-based improvements, i.e., feeder resourcefulness
(FR) and restoration rapidity (RR). All the available resources
involved in the SR process could be classified as—1) internal
backups (IB) and 2) external backups (EB). IB refers to all
resources within the faulty feeder which are employed to
contribute to a swift restoration and, in this paper, include the
DERs and EVs connected to the nonfaulty segments of the
faulty feeder. EBs are any other resources in the network located
outside of the faulty feeder which can be connected to the faulty

TABLE II
INFORMATION ON THE STUDIED GRID AND SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 4. Conceptual sensitivity of the feeder-level resilience with regards
to FR and PSI.

feeder only during the SR process and is, in this paper, the assist-
ing capacity from external feeders. Based on this classification,
the ratio of the utilized IB and EB resources could represent the
FR. The RR of the system is evaluated by restoration plan steps
and interruptions (PSI). This is indicated by summation of the
ratios between interruption duration of each load and the total
time to restoration (TTR) in a faulty feeder. TTR is the time
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Fig. 5. Detailed demonstration of the grid under test related to Table II along with the case scenarios.

interval from the moment an event occurs to that when its is
entirely cleared. During the restoration process, different load
interruption duration depends on the restoration algorithm and
the number of steps taken to achieve a full restoration. This is
reflected by multiplying the total number of steps taken for a
full restoration (S) to the total interruption duration over TTR

FR =
(

IBTot

IBTot + EBTot

)
, RR =

1

S ×
(∑S

i

(
Δti × ni

TTR

))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

PSI

.

(14)

Fig. 4 conceptually visualizes the sensitivity of the feeder-
level resilience with regards to the FR and PSI. It could be per-
ceived from this figure that the grid resilience has a direct and
reverse relation with FR and PSI, respectively, while swinging
between maximum and minimum limits.The restoration process
proposed in this paper includes three main steps (S = 3), and
the interruption durations (Δti) are as follows: Δt1: time in-
terval between opening and reclosing FBU; Δt2: time interval
between opening FBU and closing SRUs; Δt3: time for human
intervention to clear the fault and close the open SUs manually.

B. Test-Case Scenarios

Fig. 5 demonstrates details of the case scenarios which are
tested and presented from the simplest to the most advanced
one. In order to compare various feasible scenarios, a disastrous
fault event is simulated at a fixed location between Bus 3 and
Bus 4 (SU6 and SU7) in Feeder 1 and a given outage duration.
The fault events can, however, occur at any time and location
in the system. Prefault values of the system parameters, which
are used by SRUs, are presented in Table II. In order to capture
the entire behavior of the system from pre-event to postevent
operating state, values are taken in kA and zoomed several orders
of magnitudes for better comparisons.

Fig. 6. HIL results for operational units in Case I.

Case I. Original System (Base Scenario): As the reference
test case, the original system without DER units and EV ag-
gregators is investigated in Case I. The faulty feeder is restored
solely through imported power from an external feeder. The
self-reconfiguration and real-time current flows of the critical
units are displayed in Fig. 6, where different stages of the en-
tire process including the pre-event, faulty, and restoration are
highlighted. The first display in Fig. 6 illustrates the moment
when each unit publishes its event-driven GOOSE message
(see Table I). It can be observed from curves in Fig. 6 that,
once the event is activated, the feeder-level current captured by
the FBU (red curve) reaches a peak and the protection units
are triggered to operate and exchange messages to isolate the
fault. The total load to be restored, RR, and the load eventually
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS IN CASE I

Fig. 7. HIL results for operational units in Case II.

restored by FBU and SRU are reported in Table III. Based on
the event location between Buses 3 and 4 and the information on
the number of customers connected to each Bus, 32 customers
experience Δt1 and 367 customers go through Δt2. According
to [21], 45 min is considered for Δt3 in order to evaluate the
RR. Fewer number of units involved in the SR process leads to
lower complexity of the restoration mechanism, lower number
of messages exchanged between the units, and a lower compu-
tational burden, and hence, the units can react fast to contribute
to the SR process. However, the tension on the external backup
is high due to low utilization of internal backups and available
resources.

Case II. Original System With DERU: In this test case, DERU
located in the nonfaulty segment of the faulty feeder is involved
in the restoration process in addition to the external backup.
The first display in Fig. 7 demonstrates the self-reconfiguration
actions based on the GOOSE messages along with the current
flows in critical units. Color-coded curves in Fig. 7 illustrate the

TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS IN CASE II

TABLE V
SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS IN CASE III

contribution of the DERU and the moment when it is recon-
nected for SR. Purple line represents the DERU contribution
which makes the green line (current flow in SRU representing
imported power) remain at a lower level compared to Case I. The
total restorable load along with contributions from FBU, SRU,
DERU, and the reduced imported power (RIP) are reported in
Table IV. In order to highlight the DERs role and contribution
in the SR, the high power injection rate of the DERU in Table II
is employed in this test scenario. Due to the fixed fault location
in all scenarios, the number of affected customers by each inter-
ruption duration (Δti) is considered the same as that in Case I.
The number of messages and the computational burden of SRUs
increase in this case by taking DERU into account (α and β),
while the imported power is reduced by 3.13%.

Case III. Original System With DERU + EVAUs: This sce-
nario aims at demonstrating the contributions of the internal
backups to further improvement of the feeder-level resourceful-
ness and resilience through EVs in addition to the available re-
sources considered in Case II. In the pre-event stage, the EVAUs
publish the potential V2G capacity by the EVs in their zone
based on the conditions described in Section II. Once the fault
is detected and isolation is accomplished by responsible units,
GOOSE messages are exchanged between SRUs and EVAUs to
trigger utilizing the V2G capacity for restoration. The penetra-
tion rate of EVAUs and DERU are reported in Table II. The total
power injection of the EVAUs is 85.2 kW with 75% availability,
with the potential to increase with more prevalent deployment
of EVs in the near future. Similar to the previous test cases, a
summary of results are displayed in Table V. The colored curves
in Fig. 8 highlight the joint contribution of EVAUs and DERU
in the SR. The safety margin via α, β, and ζ in Table II accounts
for the uncertainties in the injected power by V2G capacity
(due to drivers’ behavior) and DER units. Hence, the restora-
tion does not heavily rely on DERU and the EVAUs. The main
advantage of employing such auxiliary internal backups is to
reduce the stress on the external feeder through local resources.
The most magnified display on the green line, which represents
the EBs, shows the contribution of EBs in this case compared
to previous scenarios. The number of published GOOSE mes-
sages and SR computational burden in this case has increased.
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Fig. 8. HIL results for operational units in Case III.

However, higher penetration of EVAUs and DERU results in
a drastic reduction in the imported power from the external
backup. Specifically, the imported power in this scenario has
reduced by 10.59% compared to the base case condition which
highlights a higher cost-effective feeder-level resilience in the
postcontingency interval.

Case IV. Subsequent Events (Multiple Faults): This test case
extends the previous Case III to showcase the functionality of
the designed resilience-focused load restoration in response to
extreme events with subsequent impacts on the grid (e.g. cas-
cading failure or multiple faults). Critical moments are marked
in the first display of Fig. 9 from t1 to t17. The first fault occurs
at t1 and the corresponding SR process is accomplished at t9

through the procedure described in Case III. A GOOSE message
named “Ready” has been published by the SRU after the first
restoration and subscribed by all nonfaulty units to be switched
back to the normal operating state (prefault state). This ensures
the system preparedness for the next fault. At t10, the next fault
occurs located between SU14 and SU15 (see Fig. 5) while the
first fault is not yet fully cleared. This could be followed in

Fig. 9. HIL results for operational units in Case IV.

the second display in Fig. 9, where there are two over-currents
detected. Once the second fault occurs, the proposed SR solu-
tion, which runs in the external feeder connected temporarily
to the main faulty feeder after the first fault, initiates a self-
reconfiguration action by opening FBU2, SU14, and SU15 to
isolate the fault. Also, EVAUs and DERUs are isolated by the
corresponding reconfiguration action. Once the second fault is
isolated, the FBU2 in the external feeder recloses to restore the
nonfaulty loads in the external feeder and SRU dispatches the
local generations and the EVAUs located in the nonfaulty areas.
Considering the location of the first fault (between Bus 3 and
Bus 4) and the second fault (between Bus 7 and Bus 8), only
EVAU2, located at Bus 8 (nonfaulty segment and energized by
FBU2), redispatches for restoration of the second fault (EVAU1
and DERU remain isolated). This behavior is observed in the
most bottom display in Fig. 9, where the contribution of EVAU2
is magnified. Sequence of events in real time along with the load
restoration achievements are reported in Table VI and Fig. 9. At
t17, the “Ready” GOOSE message is published again to make
the system prepared for the next possible faults.
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TABLE VI
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS RELATED TO THE TOP CURVE IN FIG. 7

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF THE TEST CASE SCENARIOS

C. Summary and Discussion

Among all dimensions (energy, cost, and time) involved in
resilience improvement, this paper focused on energy restora-
tion and feeder-level resilience improvements. Test Cases I–III
demonstrated that more investments on peer-to-peer communi-
cations in distribution grids enable implementation of advanced
SR algorithms that are able to best utilize the feeder-level inter-
nal backups. Consequently, with a relatively faster restoration
process, resourcefulness and resilience in the system will be en-
hanced. While the RR of all scenarios are similar, Case I, with
the simplest SR mechanism and the lowest number of published
GOOSE messages, has the highest restorative rapidity but the
lowest feeder-level resourcefulness during the postcontingency
operating state. By utilizing the DERU in Case II and a joint
DERU and EVAUs in Case III, deployment of available EBs is
statistically presented in Table VII. Fig. 10 provides a compar-
ison overview of the real-time utilization of EBs in the studied
test-case scenarios. The lowest EB utilization belongs to Case 3
(blue curve) and the red curve sits on top of others, representing
the EB utilization in Case 1. The higher utilization of the mod-
ern grid services results in a heightened feeder-level resilience
when tested on the same event in all test-case scenarios.

Case IV is designed to highlight the functionality of the pro-
posed SR architecture to best respond to extreme HILP scenar-
ios with multiple faults in a feeder in presence of DERs and EV

Fig. 10. Real-time HIL results for comparison of the current flow in
SRU unit, EB utilization, in different case scenarios.

aggregators. With increased number of EVs in the near future,
the numerical results in this paper proved the efficacy of the V2G
technologies as a modern auxiliary SR resource to improve the
feeder-level resourcefulness during HILP events.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a resilient SR architecture was designed uti-
lizing the IEC 61850-8-1 GOOSE communication principles.
Unlike the past studies, the proposed solution harnessed (a) the
imported power and flexibility from the neighboring networks,
(b) DERs, and (c) aggregated vehicle to grid (V2G) capacity in
all steps of restoration when facing an extreme HILP incident
with multiple faults. The proposed real-time SR mechanism was
implemented using the RTDS HIL platform and the contribution
of each SR resource was numerically quantified by a developed
resilience evaluation framework. The proposed solution ensured
an enhanced feeder-level resourcefulness that can contribute to
agile response and efficient recovery. This is primarily achieved
by a strategic deployment of major modern resources (with focus
on EVs contribution) during a sequence of multiple faults. Four
test case scenarios were tested and presented, through which a
10.59% stress reduction on external SR resources compared to
the base case condition was realized.
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